
“All you have to 

do is decide 

what to do with 

the time that is 

given to you.” 

- Gandalf—Lord of the Rings 
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A New Look  
Rebranding my weekly comment publication to a format that offers a 

broader range of topics and appeal has been on my mind lately, and am 

thinking of shifting to a bi-weekly, as opposed to weekly newsletter. 

Moving to a bi-weekly publication works because I now have a new 

email distribution list exclusively for clients and prospective clients that 

offers more detail regarding what investment changes we are  

making. 

Everyone who previously received the weekly comment will still receive 

the bi-weekly comment, but clients and prospective clients will also  

receive the extra publication for two reasons: 

1. When there is a change in any of the TEAM model asset  

allocations, and 

2. When I have a specific investment comment to make. 

With that I invite you to read the newly formatted publication and ask 

that you please offer your feedback, Megan and I welcome your  

comments and thoughts. 

With Nick Foglietta  March 13, 2017 

Tactical Equity Income Model Present Conditions: 

TEAM Model Asset Allocation: 100% stocks 
S&P/TSX 60 Closing Value: 15,450 
TSX 200 Day Moving Ave: 14,855 
 
  % Above/Below 200 Day Moving Ave: 4.01% Above 

 
Levels for change: 50% stocks - TSX 15,596 and 100% cash at – TSX 14,099 

Tactical Equity Income Model Portfolio Record 

http://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=imgres&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiTyNDj8dPSAhVq3IMKHYA4CzMQjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.rbcphnic.com%2F&psig=AFQjCNFHsqLdcYqdSnX5XeJ873VGqtcM5A&ust=1489508520184573


Early March Financial Market Highlights 
Stock markets were lack luster last week.  Canada continues to lose breadth with the finan-

cial stocks being the final momentum mover to the upside left in the major sub-indices.   

The “bond market bubble” 

Last week I mentioned that the “bubble” I am watching the closest is the “bond market bub-

ble”.  Readers sent a number of emails asking how I can consider the bond market a 

“bubble” if the yields are low…shouldn’t the yields be high in a bubble?  The answer to that 

question comes when we look at the PRICE of the bonds rather than the yield.  The PRICE 

of a bond is the inverse of its YIELD. 

While I could not find a chart of the U.S. 10 year bond PRICE for the past 35 years, I do 

have one for the YIELD…so I need you to imagine that when the low point on the chart is 

being made in mid-2015 that it actually represents the PEAK in the BUBBLE. 

“Bubble peak” 

If that “bubble peak” mark on the chart proves out to be accurate, then things will get very 

interesting in the future…especially once we clear the 3.40% level that was the high in 

2013.   

 

May we live in interesting times!  

U.S. TSY 10YR BOND YIELD 



 

The world’s largest economies are in expansion, though at various phases of the business cycle. 

Business Cycle Thoughts 
Please remember, the business cycle is not the same as the 

stock market cycle.  In normal cycles, the business cycle lags 

the stock market cycle by approximately six months.   

Think about it this way:  

 When the news flow and business profits are at their abso-

lute worst, that is when the stock market bottoms and be-

gins a new uptrend.   

 When the news is telling you that “everything is awesome” 

and the world will never change, that is when a peak in the 

business cycle is being create and a new downtrend will 

emerge with the next recession. 

An unnatural length 

My point is that this business expansion is growing “long in the 

tooth” on so many levels.   

Low interest rates and Quantitative Easing have kept it moving 

ahead for an unnatural length of time.  Donald Trump has been 

another shot of adrenalin.    

The diagram above was 

published by Fidelity  

mutual funds and  

snapshots where they 

perceive the business  

cycle resides for the 

world’s largest  

economies.  



 

Corporate profits have recovered but rising wage costs may cap the upside. 

Continued from previous page 

Moving the view from the “business cycle” to the “profit cycle” 

we get another interesting chart that is not historically normal. 

Usually profit growth builds over the business cycle and then 

begins to plateau when things appear the brightest for the 

economy.  Wages tend to rise over the second half of the 

business cycle and start applying inflation pressure to compa-

nies. 

 

Choppy growth  
The present business cycle has seen choppy earnings 

growth.  Wage growth has also been mainly muted.  The 

shaded lines above show Wall Street is quite optimistic as to 

how much earnings are going to grow the next three quar-

ters.. 

All in all, this could get really interesting! 



Third longest bull market since the 1920s 

 

 

Bull & Bear: 
Stock market 

cycles 
The past week marked the 

eight year anniversary of 

the 2009 bottom in stock 

markets. 

Therefore, it only seems 

appropriate to finish this 

week’s newsletter with a 

look at BULL and BEAR 

stock market cycles.  

The average length and  

return for all U.S. BULL 

markets since the 1920s 

are shown in the red boxes 

at the bottom of the  

graphic to the left.   

Please note that the  

present BULL market is 

framed in green in the 

chart. 

Clearly, “long in the tooth” 

applies to the present stock 

market move as well as the 

business cycle. 

The bottom line:  

 

Stay on “offense” but keep your  
“defensive” strategies well aligned! 
 
The next recession will be very different from many  
others in history.  
 
It will be starting from a high valuation level for stocks 
and real estate, and interest rates are still remarkably 
low, as they were not raised high enough during the ex-
pansion phase of the business cycle. 
 
As a result, interest rates will not have nearly as much 
room to fall during the next recession. 
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Wealth Management in Nanaimo, B.C., Canada.   

Nick has been managing money since 1988. 

Securities or investment strategies mentioned in this newsletter may not be suitable for all 
investors or portfolios. The information contained in this newsletter is not intended as a rec-
ommendation directed to a particular investor or class of investors and is not intended as a 
recommendation in view of the particular circumstances of a specific investor, class of inves-
tors or a specific portfolio. You should not take any action with respect to any securities or 
investment strategy mentioned in this newsletter without first consulting your own investment 
advisor in order to ascertain whether the securities or investment strategy mentioned are 
suitable in your particular circumstances. This information is not a substitute for obtaining 
professional advice from your Investment Advisor. The commentary, opinions and conclu-
sions, if any, included in this newsletter represent the personal and subjective view of the 
investment advisor who is not employed as an analyst and do not purport to represent the 
views of RBC Dominion Securities Inc. The information contained herein has been obtained 
from sources believed to be reliable at the time obtained but neither RBC Dominion Securities 
Inc. nor its employees, agents, or information suppliers can guarantee its accuracy or com-
pleteness. This report is not and under no circumstances is to be construed as an offer to sell 
or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. This report is furnished on the basis and 
understanding that neither RBC Dominion Securities Inc. nor its employees, agents, or infor-
mation suppliers is to be under any responsibility or liability whatsoever in respect thereof. 
RBC Dominion Securities Inc.* and Royal Bank of Canada are separate corporate entities 
which are affiliated. *Member–Canadian Investor.  
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